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This document contains the description of the implementation of the MISMAP
program. The purposes of the program are as follows:
(1) To compare classified pixel values for a segment with corresponding
ground truth values.
(2) To produce a comparison map which shows either where the two values
agree or indicates the manner of disagreement.




The following documents form a part of this specification: AD 63-2451-3308-1
Transferring Badhwar Software.
AD NAS 9-15200 Technical Memorandum Format Specification for LACIE {Phase 1111 ,
and Accuracy Assessment Computer Data Products.
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3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 MISMAP PROCESSOR SYSTEM FLOWCHART
The system level data flow diagram for MISMAP is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The MIVAP program operates on the IBM 3031 computer at Purdue, LARS.
3.3 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The MISMAP program is designed to compare the classification results of
CLASFYT or other classifiers with ground truth data and produce a
comparison "map" via the line printer and summary information which describes
the degree of agreement or disagreement of the classifier and ground truth.
Classification data is input to MISMAP via a universally formatted file
which contains pixel level codes. Refer to section 3.4.1 for a more
detailed description of this file.
Ground truth data is input to MISMAP via a universally formatted file
which contains sub-pixel level ground truth codes corresponding to various
ground truth classes. There are six sub-pixels of ground truth for each
pixel; two sub-pixels across the tree sub-pixels down. Therefore, 3 lines
in a sub-pixel image correspond to 1 line in a sub-pixel image.
Refer to section 3.4.2 for a more detailed description of this file.
Majority Rule Code
MISMAP compares the classification and ground truth data at the pixel level
and therefore ground truth labels must be assigned to the pixels. In order
to do this a concept called "pixel purity" is introduced. The purity of a
pixel is defined to be the largest number of sub-pixels in that pixel having
the same ground truth code. The purity can range from 6 (i.e. pure% where



















A code, called the "Majority Rule Code" is assigned to each pixel whose
purity is within a given, user-defined range. The code assigned is the
ground truth code associated with the majority of the six ground truth
sub pixels, When two or more ground truth codes are equally distributed
among the six pixels, the first of these is assigned to the pixel. If
the purity of the pixel is not within the specified range,no majority rule
code is assigned.
Ground Truth and Classification Transformation
In order to compare the ground truth and classification data, each of the
classification codes is transformed into one of six "Classification Categories"
and each of the majority rule codes is transformed into one of six "Ground
Truth Categories". The object of this is to reduce the total number of
codes and to allow the combining of codes. For example, if one was interested
in only "small grains" and "other",one might transform all the "small grains"
codes into category 1 and all the "other" codes into category 2 for both
the classification and ground truth data. The transformation to classifica-
tion categories and ground truth categories is determined by user defined
classification transformations and ground truth transformations (see section
(3.4.3).
Some final points to note about the transformations:
1. If the category code is less than 1 or greater than 6, then the program
will assign the value 6 (6 is usually reserved in MISMAP for unknown
crop type).
2. If any of the codes between 1 and 255 are not assigned a category, then
the program will assign a value of 6 as the category.
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MISMAP Output and the Character Definition Matrix
As described above, each pixel having a purity within the specified purity
range has two numbers associated with it,namely a classification category
and a ground truth category. MISMAP outputs a line printer pixel level
image composed of characters which indicate what these two numbers are for
each pixel. The characters are specified by a user-defined "Character
Definition Matrix" (see section 3.4.3) which specifies a particular
character to represent each of the 36 combinations of the 6 classification
categories and the 6 ground truth categories. On the output any pixel
which was not in the specified purity range is represented by the
character "?" so it would be inappropriate to choose this character for
any of the positions in the character definition matrix.
3.4 FILE DESCRIPTIONS
3.4.1 INPUT DATA FILE CLASSIFICATION FILE
The Classification File output by CLASFYT and input to MISMAP is described
here. For a complete description of the universal imagery file format
refer to the Earth Resources Data Format Control Book, Volume 1. PHO-17643.
MISMAP requires a universally formatted classification file with the
following characteristics:
1. A header record consisting of 3060 bytes followed by:
2. One hundred seventeen data records consisting of 360 bytes each.
Record	 Tm	 Contents















	 Data	 Bytes 1-72
Bytes 73-268
Bytes 269-360
Ancillary data (ignored by MTSMAP).
Classification data for 196
pixels (1/Byte),
Bytes of zero fill.
3.4.2 IMPUT DATA FILE GROUND TRUTH FILE
The Grouna Truth File input to MISMAP is described here. For a complete
description of the universal imagery file format refer to the Earth
Resources Data Format Control Book; Volume 1 PHO-TR543.
MISMAP requires a universally formatted ground truth file with the following
characteristics :
1. A header record consisting of 3060 bytes followed by:
2. 351 records consisting of 540 bytes.
Record	 Type
	 Contents












Ancillary data (ijnored by
(MISMAP)
Ground truth c rop codes which
have been biased with-128 and
stored as 8-bit two's-complement
notation. (1 sub-pixel/byte).





-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6-
-1- C + $ # #	 #
-2- - ro # #
CLASSIFICATION	 -3- T T T # #	 #
CATEGORY	 -4- # # # # #	 #
-5- # # # # #	 #
-6- # # # # #	 #
Figure 3.2 Examples of Character Definition Matrix for
Classification and Ground Truth Categories
CLASSIFICATION TRANSFORMATIONS
1 TO 14 = 6
15 TO 15 = 3
16 TO 99 = 6
100 TO 199 = 2
200 TO 206 = 6
207 TO 207 = 2
208 TO 238 = 6
239 TO 239 = 1
240 TO 255 = 6
GROUND TRUTH TRANSFORMATIONS
1 TO 10	 =	 1
11 TO 79 = 2
80 TO 80 = 3
81 TO 91	 = 2
92 TO 92 = 1
93 TO 116	 = 2
117 TO 117	 =	 1
118 TO 163 = 2
164 TO 164 = 3
165 TO 255 = 2




3.4.3 USER DEFINED FILE (SYMBOL FILENAME) (SYMBOL FILETYPE) A
This file is used to specify (1) the pixel purity range, (2) the character
definition matrix, (3) the ground truth transformations,(4) the classification
transformations, and (5) a skip factor.
A typical character definition matrix is shown in figure 3.2. The lines
correspond to classification categories and the columns to ground truth
categories. In the example shown a pixel which had a classification
category of 1 and a ground truth category of 2 would be represented on the
output map by the symbol + .
Typical ground truth and classification transformations are shown in figure
3.3. Each transformation gives a range of codes and the category they are
to be transformed into.
The skip flag is normally set to zero. However sometimes there are 50
color records following the header record of the classification file. In
this case the skip flag must be set to some non zero number. The 50 records
are then read into a dummy variable before the first data record is
processed.
The symbol file may be a permanent or temporary "card image" file and must
have the following form.
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SYMBOL FILE
Record Columns Format Content
1 1 Il Lower limit of pixel purity range.
2 1X Ignored.
3 11 Upper limit of pixel
	
purity range.
2 1-6 6A1 Character definition matrix, 	 row 1.
3 1-6 6A1 Character definition matrix, row 2.
7 1-6 6A1 Character definition matrix, row 6.
s (last row).
8 1-5 I5 Lower limit  of majority ril 1 e code
range.
6-10 I5 Upper limit of majority rule code
range.
11-15 15 Ground truth category for the described
range.
9-M 1-15 3I5 As many records as are required,	 in
the same format as record 8, to
describe the ground truth transformations.
M+1 1-15 3I5 Three zeros, right adjusted, 	 indicating
the end of ground truth transformation
records.




to records 8 to M+l.
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Record	 Column	 Format	 Content
N+1
	 1-15	 3I5	 Three zeros, right adjusted,
indicating the end of classification
transformation records.
N+2
	 1	 I1	 Skip factor. If nonzero, color
records are assumed to precede
the classification file data and
are skipped. If no color records
are present this field ,nust be set to
zero.
Default values for Ground Truth and Classification Transformations
A default category code of 6 is automatically assigned if a classification
code or majority rule code is not included in any transformation. In
addition, a transformation code of less than 1 or greater than 6 is changed
to 6.
The following is an annotated listing of a SYMBOL file example:
Example
FILE: SYMBOL CORN A (file name)
1	 6 (Low, high range of pixel	 purity)






80 80 3 Ground truth




































0	 0	 0	 End of classification transformation records.
0	 Color record skip indicator.
3.4.4 USER DEFINED FILE -- MSMP CC A
The user information file "MSMP" is optional, and its contents are printed
in the header for informational purposes only. The contents could identify
the run by analyst name, date, acquisition numbers, or other appropriate
comments. The information in MSMP is entered in free field card image
format and as many card images as necessary may be used. For an example,
see the input summary in the-output in Appendix B.
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3.5 DETAILED SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
3.5.1 MISMAP PROGRAM
Purpose
MISMAP compares the results of CLASFYT or other classifiers with ground
truth data and produces a comparison "map" and summary information which






Not applicable. (A description of MISMAP EXEC which loads and executes











Uni t	 Type	 Description
9	 Universal formatted ground truth file.
10	 Universal formatted classification file .
19	 Symbol file.
21	 Card control file.
Outputs
Unit	 Type	 Description
5	 Terminal	 Runtime errors.




MISMAP first reads the following information from the "Symbol" file:
1. The range of pixel purity which is used for the majority rule for pixels.
2. The character definition matrix which contains the symbols printed in the
map.
3. The ground truth classification transformations.
4. The color record skip factor.
Next MISMAP calls the subroutine MSMP (reference 3.5.2) to read the optional
user information file (3.4.1) and print it as an "input s-immary" at the ton
of the Comparison Map.
r
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Next MISMAP prints the following header information from the Symbi
I. Character definition matrix.
2. Pixel purity range.
3. Ground truth transformations.
4. Classification transformations.
Continuing, MISMAP reads the header records and prints for each ii
the following information:
1. Computing system ID.
2. Acquisitions used.
3. User supplied data (from header record).
4. The segment number.
The skip factor is read and since color records are not needed, they are read
into a dumpy variable if they are present.
Next the main part of MISMAP is executed for each of the 117 lines of the
scene. It does the following:
1. Reads a line Classificatin data.
2. Reads a line of the Ground Truth data.
3. Transforms the classification value and ground truth value for each pixel
to pair of codes (each between 1 and 6) representing the particular crop.
It uses these codes as indices to the 6x6 character definition matrix
to determine the appropriate map symbol.
4. Keeps a count of the number of times each symbol occurs.
5. Prints the line of symbols on the comparison map.
Finally, MISMAP computes the percentages of pixels in each category and the





See Appendix A for program listing.
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J.5.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (MSMP)
Purpose
The MSMP subroutine prints the user information file in the heading for the
report.
Linkages
MSMP is called by MISMAP.


























MSMP reads the user information file (opt onal on A disk) and prints the








MISMAP is operational on the IBM 3031 computer at LARS, West Lafayette,
Indiana.
The MISMAP program is one of the programs of the BADHWAR SYSTEM which
includes the programs CLASFYT, MISMAP, PARPLT, PARHIS, and PARCLS.
MISt4AP requires the use of a D disk which is assigned as a temporary disk
and an F disk which is used to temporarily store certain LARS routines.
The user, therefore, must not assign a disk to his machine using either
MODE E or MODE 0. These disks will )e assigned as needed.
Prior to executing the MISMAP program the user must (1) establish on his A
disk a SYMBOL file as described in section 3.4.3 and (2) establish the
optional USER INFORMATION file as described in section 3.4.4,if he wishes
to use this file.
4.2 COMMANDS DESCRIPTION
To execute MISMAP the user will enter a series of commands which invoke the
JOB CONTROL SOFTWARE. These commands are divided into two classes namely
(1) FUNCTION commands and (2) PROGRAM commands. The FUNCTION commands,
which perform all the functions except executing the program are reusable;
i.e., once they are invoked they remain in effect until reentered. The
PROGRAM commands, which execute the program, must be reentered each time
the program is to be excuted.
The following list  gives the commands required to execute the MISMAP
program. They are all FUNCTION commands except the PROGRAM command MISMAP.
These commands must be given in the listed order except that the order of







The following sections describe each of the commands in detail. Input fields
are separated by blanks. If more than one word is required to describe an
input field, the descriptive text is enclosed in pointed brackets <>. If
an input is optional the field is enclosed in square brackets []. Do not
include these explanatory characters <> [] when actually submitting input
to the computer. To enter a command the user types one input per defined
input field and separates each field with a blank.
4.2.1 START
The START command spools the user's console file. The use of this command,
along with the END command, will provide a listing of all information
appearing on the user's console file. (If running an interactive job,this
is the terminal; if running a batch ,)ob, this is a system defined device.)
The START command is invoked by the user typing the follo^ying:
START
4.2.2 DEFGTRU
The DEFGTRU command defines a Ground Truth File. The user can use this
command to define Ground Truth files on tape, disk, or the LARS RT&E in:ta
Base. In the latter case a series of p, , jrams are invoked to provide








For a detailed description of the above 308 CONTROL SOFTWARE see appendix B.
The DEFGTRU command has the following forms and is invoked by typing one of
the following, according to the user's requirement.
If the fila is on tape -
DEFGTRU TAPE# FILE# <TAPE DENSITY>
If the file is on disk -
DEFGTRU FILENAME FILETYPE FILEMODE
If the f i i e is on the LARS Data Base -
DEFGTRU SEGMENT# YEAR
(year-last two digits of data generation year)
This command remains in effect for the use of any of the BADNWAR SYSTEM
PROGRAM commands and does not have to be reissued unless the user wishes to
redefine the input Ground Truth File.
4.2.3 DEFCLAS
The DEFCLAS command defines the input Classification or Cluster file. The
user can use this command to define a Class or Cluster file on tape or
disk. the DEFCLAS command has the following forms and is invoked by typing
one of the following, according to the user's requirement.
If the file is on tape -
DEFCLAS TAPE+ FILE# <FILE DENSITY>
If the file is on disk -
DEFCLAS FILENAME FILETYPE FILEMODE
This command remains in effect for the use of any o f the BADNWAR SYSTEM
PROGRAM commands and does not have to be reissued unless the user wishes
to redefine the input Classification or Cluster File.
4.2.4 MISMAP
The MISMAP command is a PROGRAM command and is used to invoke the execution
of the MISMAP program. This command must not be used unless the )EFCLAS
and the DEFGTRU FUNCTION commands have been previously issued. Also, as
previously stated the user must have established a SYMBOL FILE on his A disk
before invoking this command. The MISMAP command is invoked by the user
typing the following:
MISMAP <SYMBOL FILENAME> <SYMBOL FILETYPE>
The output from the MISMAP program is spooled to the HOUSTON line printer.
The output consists of a MAP and the USER INFORMATION file if this file
was defined.
4.2.5 END
This command closes the user's console file and causes a spooled copy to be
sent to the HOUSTON printer. This command has no effect if the START command




For our example we will assume the following:
The symbol file is established on the user's A disk under the file description:
0882 79082 A
The user has two different Classification files which he wishes to input to
the MISMAP PROGRAM. He will therefore, issue two PROGRAM commands in his
command sequence.
Furthermore, the user has selected to use a ground truth file at LARS.
COKIAND	 EXPLANATION OR ACTION TAKEN
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
I
DEFCLAS 088279 079 B
Spools the console file.
Defines a ground truth file
us i na data from the LARS Data
Base.
Defines a Class file on the
users B disk. This data is
on a disk which the user has
previously attached to his






Executes the MISMAP PROGRAM.
Redefines the class file.
This file is from a 1600 BPI
tape.
Executes the MISMAP PROGRAM.
The user has chosen to define
his symbol file the same as
in the previous execution of
MISMAP.
Closes the user's console
file and spools the file to
the HOUSTON printer.
MISMAP 0882 79082
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